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FiG. 1.  scenes oF devastation reMained in haliFax well aFter the explosion: soMe areas were still no Man’s 
lands in June 1918. | gauvin and gentzel, June 19, 1918. nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, accession no. 1992359,  

negative no. n7086.

In 2007, Halifax, Nova Scotia, celebrated 

the ninetieth anniversary of its destruc-

tion, an event that would shape both the 

future of the city and the early stages of 

official planning in Canada. In the mor-

ning of December 6, 1917, an explosion 

rocked the harbour, destroying much of 

the city. Under the shadow of a worldwide 

conflict, many initially thought that the 

Germans had attacked; but an investiga-

tion soon revealed that two naval war-

ships, the Norwegian vessel SS Imo and 

the French cargo ship SS Mont-Blanc, had 

collided. The city’s entire North End was 

levelled and nearly one thousand seven 

hundred people perished, and hundreds 

of others were wounded2. It was the worst 

man-made disaster before the atomic 

bomb (fig. 1).

Reconstruction began immediately. By 

1922, all vestiges of the disaster had dis-

appeared, so much so that seventy years 

later in 1993, the Hydrostone district was 

known as a “1920s public housing project 

in the English garden-suburb style.” The 

designation of a small part of the dev-

astated area, now rebuilt as a National 

Historic Site of Canada by Parks Canada, 

spotlights the innovative character of the 

project but overlooks the essential reason 

behind the reconstruction.

As presented by Parks Canada, the Hydro-

stone model of heritagization appears 

to trace its beginnings after the project’s 

completion, once the first inhabitants were 

housed. But Hydrostone was a neighbour-

hood rebuilt primarily to house disaster 

victims. The initial plan was not conceived 

as an innovative housing project; it was 

first and foremost an urban response to 
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FiG. 2.  haliFax devastated. | adapted by the authors FroM a 1918 lithograph. nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, nova scotia 

board oF insurance underwriters collection, accession no. v6 / 2401917 haliFax, loc. 4.2.3.2.

FiG. 3.  article written by thoMas adaMs on the 
planning oF haliFax published in the con
tract record (toronto), august 28, 1918,  
p. 680683. | nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, 

haliFax relieF coMMission collection, accession no. 1976166.57.

both the city and countryside through the 

principle of cooperation. From Ebenezer 

Howard’s ideal, urban planners only 

retained some of the principles. As a 

social concept, the garden city is often 

interpreted as a construction method 

that became standardized, and thus the 

tool of choice in early twentieth-century 

urban planning.

In 1899 in England, the Garden City 

Association was formed, institutional-

izing a movement which soon became 

international in scope. This association 

had a major impact on the spread of the 

concept via a program of publications, 

international conferences, exhibitions, 

and site visits. When World War I broke 

out in 1914, the association’s contribution 

to ideas about reconstruction was only 

reinforced. Within the very first months, 

a number of conferences were organized 

by the Garden City and Town Planning 

Association and the International Union 

ing, all landmarks had disappeared, fires 

broke out, and a blizzard raged (fig. 2). 

A good part of the city needed rebuild-

ing, and damage was estimated at nearly 

twenty-eight million dollars. International 

rescue and aid workers were quickly organ-

ized and the federal government imposed 

the War Measures Act, giving full power to 

the Halifax Relief Commission, which was 

created to manage reconstruction. 

The Halifax Relief Commission quickly 

called on Thomas Adams (1871-1940) to 

define the boundaries of the devastated 

area (two and a half square kilometres) and 

prepare reconstruction plans. At that time, 

Thomas Adams was a city planner for the 

Conservation Commission, an organization 

created in 1909 to ensure management of 

Canadian resources. Called over from Eng-

land in 1914 as a garden city specialist,3 he 

remained a key resource person in Europe 

where he actively participated in discus-

sions on reconstruction. 

Appearing in the late nineteenth century, 

the garden city was defined as an alterna-

tive to industrial urban living conditions. 

Presented by Ebenezer Howard in his 

work Garden Cities of To-Morrow4 (1898), 

it aimed to combine the advantages of 

a catastrophe. As the sole example of a 

reconstruction project on Canadian soil tied 

to a modern-day armed conflict, Hydros-

tone’s exceptional character is emphasized 

by the fact that it was part of a very distinct 

urban trend—a garden city of war.

Consequently, this research note attempts 

to cast a new perspective on the process, 

beginning with the catastrophe and 

aimed at showing that Hydrostone was 

not so much a public housing project as 

it was a garden city of war that followed 

an international reconstruction move-

ment. Our discussion will hinge on three 

propositions. At the time, the garden 

city model was considered as an essen-

tial, even necessary tool for a rapid return 

to normal life. Therefore, Halifax would 

have chosen the garden city as a means 

to rebuild, thus joining an international 

“reconstruction management” move-

ment. Urban resilience—a city’s ability 

to return to normal—could have affected 

the heritage recognition process.

the gaRdeN cItY—a 
RecoNstRuctIoN tool

After the explosion, chaos reigned: seven 

hundred and fifty families needed hous-
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of Local Authorities.5 Practitioners and 

authorities gathered, enabling the spread 

of information and implementation of 

intervention guidelines. The Associa-

tion lobbied so effectively that the gar-

den city was considered one of the only 

valid plans for rebuilding war-torn cities. 

Thomas Adams promoted the idea in Can-

ada through the publication of numerous 

articles on the matter6 (fig. 3).

Thus, it is in that context of urban innova-

tion that the destruction of the Hydro-

stone district precipitated Canadian 

thinking on reconstruction and city plan-

ning in general. It can be conceived that 

Halifax, itself a victim of war, wished to 

join the European-style reconstruction 

movement. The choice of hiring Thomas 

Adams to rebuild Hydrostone seemed 

clear: he was not only famous, he was also 

a garden city theorist and practitioner.

hYdRostoNe—a gaRdeN cItY

Hydrostone’s urban environment—gar-

den city principles combined with the 

need to rebuild rapidly—is composed of a 

two-part orthogonal grid divided by Got-

tingen Street, the district’s central axis. In 

the upper area, a series of twenty rows of 

equal width are repeated in a standard-

ized sequence: alley, row of houses, street, 

linear park, street, and row of houses. In 

the lower area, the streets are parallel to 

the port. The sequence is broken by a cen-

tral park and two diagonals that create 

a formal square. Reconstruction began 

with the upper part of the plan, which 

we call the Hydrostone district. The lower 

area was mainly developed in the 1930s 

(figs. 4-5).

FiG. 4.  blueprint For the “plan oF devasted [sic] area indicating progress re
housing undertaken by the haliFax relieF coMMission,” prepared by the FirM 
ross and Macdonald, october 25, 1918 (coMpleted March 1919). | nova scotia 

archives and records ManageMent, haliFax relieF coMMission collection.

FiG. 5.  hydrostone district and its surroundings, ca. 1921. park Fort needhaM can 
be seen on the leFt. | nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, haliFax relieF coMMission 

collection, accession no. 1976166.41.

FiG. 6. Merkel place, Facing one oF the linear parks. | yona Jébrak, June 2006. FiG. 7.  one oF the linear parks, between cabot street  
and sebastian street. | barbara Julien, June 2006.
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FiG. 8.  young street, the coMMercial strip. | yona Jébrak, June 2006. FiG. 9.  blueprint For one oF ross and Macdonald’s house designs, house design d.12  
(June 1918). | nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, haliFax relieF coMMission collection,  

reFerence no. Mg 36, series r, no. 1028.

There were three underlying develop-

ment criteria to the plan: first, it intro-

duced a standard neighbourhood design 

composed of an economic centre and 

residences. A commercial thoroughfare 

with the same architectural design was 

developed in the vicinity of the three 

hundred and twenty-six new residences. 

The road hierarchy—the second criter-

ia—consisted of a five-level system of 

streets including thoroughfares, primary 

and secondary collection highways, local 

access roads, and service roads. This 

organization not only separated the dif-

ferent kinds of traffic and controlled their 

FiG. 10.  a typical hydrostone Model on stanley street, between navonlea street 
and isleville street. | yona Jébrak, June 2006.

FiG. 11. a typical hydrostone Model on cabot street. | barbara Julien, June 2006.

FiG. 12.  canadian hydrostone plant, eastern passage, January 1919. the plant was built in order  
to accelerate house reconstruction. | nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, williaM sMith collection,  

accession no. 1991325, negative no. n7050.
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volume and direction, it also limited the 

dangers associated with traffic and pol-

lution, thus fostering the development 

of a local community. This quest for an 

ideal community is also illustrated by the 

priority given to public spaces, notably 

parks—the third criteria. Three kinds of 

parks were included. First, across from 

the commercial strip was a triangular 

outdoor space boasting green plants and 

park benches where shoppers could rest 

between errands. In addition, eight gar-

den boulevards, bordered by residences, 

were at the centre of the project and 

gave the district its special feel. Lastly, 

Park Fort Needham—a central park area 

of over eight acres that was the crowning 

point of the garden city—was a recrea-

tional space as well as a historic landmark. 

It served as a natural border for the dis-

trict and provided Halifax’s North End 

with something it had lacked before the 

disaster: an accessible, multifunctional 

park network (figs. 6-8).

For architectural expertise, the Halifax 

Relief Commission called on the services 

of George Allen Ross from the Mont-

real firm Ross and MacDonald. In close 

collaboration with Thomas Adams, Ross 

fine-tuned a standard home construction 

method using hydrostone—cinderblocks 

made from cast concrete. This material 

FiG. 13.  the syMbolic and physical MechanisM oF urban resilience applied to the 
reconstruction oF haliFax devastated area. | Jébrak and Julien, 2008, “hydrostone 

patriMonialisé : citéJardin de guerre,” p. 65.

FiG. 15.  advertiseMent For devastated haliFax, a 
graphic picture story published by gerald 
e. weir. excerpt FroM stanley k. sMith, heart 
throbs oF the haliFax horror (haliFax, 1918), 
p. 118. | nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, 

reFerence no. F5249 / h17 / ex96 / s66.

FiG. 16.  postcard published in 1918 illustrating “stores and residences destroyed” during the 1917 explosion. 
| cox bros., nova scotia archives and records ManageMent, haliFax city regional library collection, accession no. 1983212.

FiG. 14.  newly built hydrostone houses designed by ross and Macdonald. this 
strip oF houses is located on the north side oF sebastian place, west 
oF gottingen street. | gauvin and gentzel, March 24, 1921. nova scotia archives and rec

ords ManageMent, williaM sMith collection, accession no. 1991325, negative no. n7015.
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was non-flammable, relatively inexpen-

sive, and, most importantly, could be pro-

duced quickly. As well, Ross standardized 

his architectural design. The seven home 

models he proposed were in the English 

cottage style, which is reminiscent of the 

garden city architecture proposed by Ray-

mond Unwin and Barry Parker at Letch-

worth, England (figs. 9-12).

halIfax’s ResIlIeNce

A study of the Halifax reconstruction 

reveals the existence of a process of resili-

ence.7 The shorter the reconstruction per-

iod, the more effective urban resilience 

will be. The components of this resilience 

can be categorized in two groups: physical 

elements and symbolic elements (fig. 13).

Physical elements are pragmatic in nature: 

when a well-organized municipal struc-

ture takes charge of victims, quickly and 

from the very start, an even greater catas-

trophe is avoided. Despite winter and 

the incredible devastation, there were 

no sanitary problems after the explo-

sion and all of the victims were housed 

within a month of the disaster. Moreover, 

permanent reconstruction was all the 

more efficient as the Relief Commission, 

sole party responsible for reconstruction, 

quickly named Thomas Adams to draw 

up the reconstruction plans. The garden 

city, whose applicability had already been 

determined, was rapidly approved, thus 

enabling a return to normal (fig. 14). We 

consider that community resilience was 

achieved in 1922, as, by that date, physical 

reconstruction was complete. 

Nevertheless, even though by 1922 the 

homeless had found new lodging, it can-

not be considered that the catastrophe had 

been forgotten by then. The memory of an 

event enlists a sphere of representations: 

that is symbolic resilience. It does not fol-

low the same pattern as physical resilience 

in that it is supported by a set of refer-

ences that varies from one group of actors 

to another. Symbolic resilience is achieved 

through a series of stages. At first, the 

ruins prompted discussion of the disaster. 

As in Europe, where the Michelin Guide 

proposed guided tours of the battlefields 

even before the war was over, postcards 

and guidebooks of the Halifax rubble were 

offered for sale (figs. 15-16). Next, as the 

first Hydrostone occupants moved into 

new dwellings, new discussions centred 

on the beauty of the restored district, 

thereby allowing the disaster victims to 

regain their community. Grieving gave way 

to thoughts of the future. Starting in the 

1980s, Hydrostone was no longer referred 

to as a reconstructed district. In 1983, it 

was time to commemorate the disaster vic-

tims by erecting a memorial in the heart 

of Fort Needham Park. 

coNclusIoN

The explosion and reconstruction had, 

and still have, an impact on national and 

local collective memory following the 

federal recognition of heritage. However, 

that recognition seems to overlook the 

circumstances in which Hydrostone was 

born. Can this paradox be explained by 

our natural tendency to forget, associated 

with successful urban resilience? 

Hydrostone is clearly a garden city of 

war. World War I created an environment 

that encouraged international cooper-

ation among city planner professionals 

and theorists. This pooling of ideas not 

only spurred thinking about rebuilding a 

city, it also sped the application of the 

theory. Through model standardization 

and simplification of the building process, 

a rapid response was therefore possible; a 

new urban design was born. In choosing 

Thomas Adams, the city of Halifax sought 

to join this international reconstruction 

movement. Hydrostone became the tan-

gible application of ideas from abroad 

and helped develop the basis for modern 

Canadian urban planning. Far from the 

“English garden city” model, Hydrostone 

illustrates the ability of a city to rebuild… 

and to forget its past.
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